June 2020
At Kidz Club
Winter occurs after autumn and before spring in each year.
Winter is caused by the Earth rotating around the Sun once every year. Different cultures define different
dates as the start of winter and some use a definition based on weather. The children are once again
exploring indoor play and enjoying more art and craft activities, fine motor experiences and our IT
educational program. This month’s theme is Winter and the children will be learning all about this
interesting season including educational science experiences.
“Enjoy the rain and the new lush green life that is all around.”

Blossoming Butterflies

Terrific Turtles

The children are learning about the season Winter. We
are looking at the changes of temperature and weather
conditions.
Interactive Experiences:

Making season wheels, learning concept is
temperature control

Science experiment umbrella rain drops

Small group time experiences with songs / stories
about the weather on YouTube videos

Cloud dough for sensory play

Snow man with paper plates for art and craft

Science experiments called laver lamp to
encourage fine motor and creativity

WINTER
Interactive Experiences









Art activities making penguins and pollard bears
Science experiment, sensory with ice and vinegar
Reading books and song on the topic winter
STEM extending working with colours
STEM cooking experience with measurements of
different ingredients
Diversity with different cultures exploring how and
where they live in the winter months
Glitter snow flakes art and craft experience
Group games parachute with rolling balls on top to
encourage parallel play and socialisation

Keen Kittens
Through children interests the Kindy Room will be learning about Insects and Bugs
Interactive Experiences











Sensory table displayed with insects and coloured rice for children to explore and experiment
Art and Craft going a nature walk to promote inquiry learning and extend STEM learning
Rainbow volcano science experiment researching volcanos in IPads
Volcano worksheet for Jolly Phonics doing letter V to promote eye—hand co-ordination
Group games what the time Mr Wolf to promote gross motor & communication skills
Dancing to music outside with scarves
Consultation with the children to plan and
Special Calendar Dates
build an Obstacle course
Mabo Day ------------------------------------------------------- 3
Tracing and writing their names
World Environment Day ------------------------------------- 5
Letter of the word worksheets Qu & Ou
Queen’s Birthday ——————————————— 7
Numerous games through Studyladder
World Oceans Day -------------------------------------------- 8
Global Wind Day --------------------------------------------- 15
EYLF Learning Outcomes
National Refugee Week ------------------------------ 14 - 20

1. Children have a strong sense of
Identity.
2. Children are connected with and
contribute to their world.
3. Children have a strong sense of
wellbeing.
4. Children are Confident and Involved
Learners.
5. Children are Effective Communicators.

World Environment Day encourages worldwide awareness and action for
the protection of our environment. Since it began in 1974, it has grown to
become a global platform for public outreach that is widely celebrated in
over 100 countries. The theme for 2020 is “Time for Nature”- The foods we
eat, the air we breathe, the water we drink and the climate that makes our
planet habitable all come from nature.

